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The Physics Teacher ◆ Vol. 49, April 2011 241 amazed at the postcard projector, despite their wide experience with modern technology. I can see leaving an opaque projector in a fourth-grade classroom for a week to allow 10-year-old children to play/experiment with it; it represents a form of stealth learning. any years ago I was running the standard laboratory experiment on thin lens optics. The source was the usual self-illuminated object mounted on an optical bench, and a converging lens formed a real image on a screen. One of the students sitting near one wall of the darkened lab was having some trouble with the idea of image formation. Her face was lit by the light from a shaded gooseneck lamp, and as she looked at me holding the lens in my hand, the inverted image of her face appeared on a nearby wall. And, the image was in color! Not only was this a classic teaching moment, but I realized that, by chance, we had set up an opaque projector.
In the early '70s I built the opaque projector shown in Fig.  1 for analyzing multiple-image Polaroid photographs. After its use at Kenyon, the projector in Fig. 1 was used by my two small children, who cut pictures out of newspapers or made their own drawings and projected them. I suspect that they might have learned something about optics in a relatively painless way in the process, including the idea of focusing and the notion that the images were inverted.
In the form of the postcard lantern, the opaque projector was a relatively common object in the first years of the last century. Figure 2 shows two of them from my own collection. The chimneys allow heated air to escape from the bright light bulbs inside without leaking any light. The postcards were slid, inverted, into the holder at the back of the lantern and their images thrown onto a light-colored wall.
Most students are familiar with projectors in which a transparent object, often called a diapositive, is illuminated from the rear by light passing through it. The diapositive then forms the object for the lens system that projects its image on a screen. Despite the advances of digital technology, most students have seen the familiar slide projector in which the diapositive is the 35-mm transparency, and the overhead projector is still found in many classrooms.
The opaque projector is the inverse of the camera obscura. 1 The latter instrument looks just like the basic opaque projector in Fig. 1 , except that now a large object in the outside world is illuminated, and a small, bright image is thrown onto a sheet of translucent tracing paper. Figure 3 shows a large portable camera obscura in the collection of Amherst College. A diagonal mirror set at a 45° forms the image on tracing paper that is placed on top of the glass plate. Another way of comparing the two instruments is that light travels into the camera obscura and out of the opaque projector.
Why discuss such an outmoded technology? Like so many objects used in the past, the operation of the opaque projector is simple and the physics involved is relatively transparent (pun intended). I find that my non-physics friends are quite This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AAPT content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
